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HKMM Building Alteration Possibilities



The Challenges 
• The HKMM has a finite footprint and ever 

growing pressure for exhibit, storage and 
function space. This document is a first step in 
cataloging the available spaces. Spaces that 
might be under-utilised, or might serve another 
purpose. 

• This initial work is a reference point for further 
feasibility studies that look at engineering, cost 
and approvals.



General Building Animation



Hoist Room Options 
• The hoist has rarely if ever been used. The space is not 

climate controlled and the voids make storage 
difficult. Options: 

• Infill the hoist space void to create additional storage 
& gallery space 

• B-Deck + 36 sqm. Flexible storage(4.5% increase) 

• C-Deck + 40 sqm. Theatre, gallery/storage(6% increase) 

• Add a lift to connect all floors internally



13 sqm floor opening closed 
creating a working store 
room of 36 sqm

B-Deck Storage Upgrade Option

4.5% 
B-Deck  

Perm. Gallery



9 sqm floor opening closed 
creating a working store 
room of 40 sqm

6% 
C-Deck Gallery

C-Deck Storage/Gallery 
Upgrade Option



C-Deck has a level slab and offers the most direct 
opportunities for extension. The non-structural walls 
could also be removed to create more gallery space 



C-Deck. This example layout shows how approximately one 
quarter of the most precious archive material could be 
relocated to higher ground



Hoist Room Lift Core Animation



A-Deck lift access opposite the simulator

At least in principle, it is possible to run a lift to 
connect all floors, which would allow for universal 
access and open up new circulation possibilities



B-Deck lift access in the transition space



C-Deck lift access in the Canton Trade area



D-Deck lift access into the education room



A-Deck Options 
• A-Deck is rather under-utilised. 

Double height spaces are not made 
the most of 

• The area behind the simulator needs 
enhancing 

• Might the mezzanine be extended?



If a lift is added, the dead space behind the simulator 
could be used for storage. If not, the design should be 
reviewed.



The void space between the transition and undersea 
gallery should either be used to house a large object, 
or consider filling in the mezzanine to create more 
space in A-Deck.



Might the A-Deck mezzanine be extended to create 
more floor space? This additional space could be 
multifunctional, for events, education and 
presentations, freeing up space in other areas.



B-Deck Options 
• B-Deck could be redeveloped to offer 

more flexibility of use. The area near 
the harbour-front could combine 
events options, with education and 
bigger, more attractive displays. 



Having a B-Deck area with a larger AV experience 
exhibit related to the harbour story would require 
seating and standing space that could be rearranged 
for education and events use.



B-Deck. Perspective View of Open 
Gallery Option with AV Feature



B-Deck. Perspective View of Open 
Gallery Option with AV Feature



B-Deck. Axo View of an Open Gallery Option 
Setup for Events (Mobile exhibits stored)



B-Deck. Perspective View of an Open Gallery Option 
Setup for Events 
(Mobile exhibits stored)



C-Deck Options 
• C-Deck works well as an experience, 

however, there are wasted spaces 
including: 

• Behind the curved walls 

• Next to the stairs



There is around 50 square meters of water an inaccessible 
space behind the cylindrical wall at the end of the floor. Even 
with minor redesign, this could be usable storage space 



The current staircase, while a grand entrance to the gallery, 
leaves behind a dead space that might be used for storage



Should the future ferry operator only need one floor—D-Deck
—for berthing, might C-Deck be extended? Doing so would 
double the size of the gallery, adding 930 square meters



D-Deck Options 
• D-Deck is less open to radical change, 

but changes on other floors could free 
up space on D-Deck for back of house 
use



D-Deck space could be freed up by moving storage upstairs 
and by creating more engaging education space in the 
galleries.

Potential to relocate to the hoist 
room, freeing up meeting space

Potential to relocate education space to 
the galleries, freeing up storage space
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HKMM A-Deck Mezzanine Extension



A-Deck Mezzanine Extension Options

• Approximately 100 sqm of additional floor space could be 
added on A-Deck by extending the existing mezzanine.

• The additional floor space could be used to create a 
theatrette seating approximately 90 people in a fixed seating 
arrangement.

• An alternative retractable seating and multi-function 
arrangement is also possible.



The area in orange represents the approximate 
potential extension of the mezzanine representing a 
further column span. The final column span has been 
left double height for comfort.

100 sqm100 sqm



The extended space could accommodate a theatrette
of approximately 90 seats, with additional space for 
wheelchairs. Disabled access would be via the 360 
gallery corridor.

Theatre space 
fully enclosed 
(subject to FS 
compliance)

Theatre space 
fully enclosed 
(subject to FS 
compliance)

Wall space 
for bridge 

exhibit and 
potential 

projection

Wall space 
for bridge 

exhibit and 
potential 

projection



The mezzanine extension still allows for double height 
space near all windows. The only currently affected 
exhibit would be the projected globe and the height 
could perhaps be adjusted.

Projection approx. 
5.2m x 2.8m.

Stage approx. 5.2m x 
2.5m

Storage area for AV 
equipment.

Projection approx. 
5.2m x 2.8m.

Stage approx. 5.2m x 
2.5m

Storage area for AV 
equipment.





Central staircase, 
allowing seat access 

without head 
clearance issues.

Central staircase, 
allowing seat access 

without head 
clearance issues.

Pair of double 
entrance doors either 

side of the stage.

Pair of double 
entrance doors either 

side of the stage.

Floor plan layout showing the extended mezzanine 
and seating arrangement for approximately 90 people.



Theatrette cross-section with large store space wall.



Alternative retractable seating option. Less formal, 
more flexible, but more management.



A retractable seating arrangement could allow for 
open space arrangement of tables and chairs for 
workshops. (Storage and manpower to move items 
would be an issue).



A retractable seating arrangement could allow for 
open space arrangement of tables and chairs for 
workshops. (Storage and manpower to move items 
would be an issue).



Questions to Consider
• What is the project CapEx?

• What revenue might the theatrette generate?

• Is a fixed seating arrangement preferable to retractable seating and multi-function options?

• What are possible alternative uses for the additional space?

• Is the extension technically feasible? (Structural feasibility? Fire regulations?)

• Would an extension of GFA be acceptable under the terms of the lease?

• What impact might the mezzanine extension have on the use of B-Deck (In terms of exhibition usage, 
visitor experience and events leasing?)


